


Want to stay cool in the summer? 

Or heat up during those cold winter evenings?

Originally designed as water basins for 
farm animals, but nowadays configured as 

an easy-going alternative to a swimming pool.

Our Tankkd stock pools have the 
potential to turn your home into 

a pretty great vacation spot!

STOCK TANK POOLS



INDOOR
BATH

HOT TUB

ICE BATH

OUTDOOR
BATH



OVAL TANKS
90 cm x 61 x 61 : €495

120 cm x 61 x 61 : €595

150 cm x 61 x 61 : €695

180 cm x 61 x 61 : €795

180 cm x 76 x 61 : €895

210 cm x 76 x 61 : €995

240 cm x 91 x 61: €1095



ROUND POOLS

Add a unique touch to your outside space 
with our round tank pool. 

They are ideal to use as a plunge pool and 
to soak up the sun surrounded by 

family or friends.

Life is good in a TANKKD pool!



ALL IN ONE
CONCEPT

SWIMMING POOL

HOT TUB

SWIMMING POOL 
        & HOT TUB



ROUND POOLS
90 cm diameter: €695 

120 cm diameter: €795

150 cm diameter: €995

180 cm diameter: €1195

210 cm diameter: €1395

240 cm diameter: €1595

--- height is 61 cm ---



ROUND POOL + FILTERPUMP 

Stock tank
Filter pump 
Fittings from pump to stock tank
Pre-drilled holes in the stock tank

120 cm diameter : €995
150 cm diameter : €1245
180 cm diameter : €1445
210 cm diameter : €1645
240 cm diameter : €1845
 
Included:



HOT TUBS
Soaking in a hot tub may be just 

the therapy you need 
to unwind after a busy day. 

It's an excellent way to spend time outside
when the weather turns cold.



OVAL HOT TUB WITH 22KW STOVE 
180 cm x 61 x 61 : €1915
180 cm x 76 x 61 : €2015
210 cm x 76 x 61 : €2115
240 cm x 91 x 61 : €2215

The package consists of:
- Oval stock tank
- 22 Kw wood burning stove
- Multi fittings and connections
- Pre drilled holes

*The tank needs to be about 25cm
higher than the heater in order to
get the natural water circulation.



OVAL HOT TUB WITH 39KW STOVE 

180 cm x 61 x 61 : €2215
180 cm x 76 x 61 : €2315
210 cm x 76 x 61 : €2415
240 cm x 91 x 61 : €2515

The package consists of:
- Oval stock tank
- 39 Kw wood burning stove
- Multi fittings and connections
- Pre drilled holes

*The tank needs to be about 30cm
higher than the heater in order to get
the natural water circulation.



ROUND HOT TUB WITH 22 KW STOVE

150 cm diameter : €2115

180 cm diameter : €2315

The package consists of:
- Round stock tank
- 22 Kw wood burning stove
- Multi fittings and connections
- Pre drilled holes

*The tank needs to be about 25cm
higher than the heater in order to get
the natural water circulation.



ROUND HOT TUB WITH 39 KW STOVE

150 cm diameter : €2415
180 cm diameter : €2615
210 cm diameter : €2815
240 cm diameter : €3015

The package consists of:
- Round stock tank
- 39 Kw wood burning stove
- Multi fittings and connections
- Pre drilled holes

*The tank needs to be about 25cm higher
than the heater in order to get the natural
water circulation.



HOT TUB 39Kw & FILTER PUMP

150 cm diameter : €2665
180 cm diameter : €2865
210 cm diameter : €3065
240 cm diameter : €3265

Included:
- Round stock tank
- Sand filter pump
- Multi fittings and connections
- Tankkd Heater 39 Kw



Icebath / hot tub
Heat or cool down your tank The ideal reversible heat pump for swimming pools up

to 35m3.
Even more efficient, the Nano action Reversible
outperforms all its rivals thanks to its reversible mode
able to operate until -5°C.

With its 32/38mm and 1’’ connectors, it can be
connected in just a few seconds to any standard
filtration system, be it an above ground or in ground
swimming pool, or a spa.
Simply plug in your heat pump and let your swimming
pool get warm (up to 40 degrees) or cool off (down to 8
degrees). 



PRO HEATER / COOLER
Heat or cool down your tank

ISBLOK is a powerful water cooler, powerful enough to
quickly cool even larger pools. A tank/bath of 1000 liters
is cooled to just above freezing point within 3 to 4
hours. scroll down for more info.

 
ISBLOK consists of the highest quality components. As a
result, the machine has an expected lifespan of at least
8 years based on daily use.

€1899



ACCESSORIES

Black cover

€95

Thermowood
cover

from €500

Black 
Thermo
cover

From €185

Black 
Thermo
cover

From €410



Exclusive distributor Portugal & Spain

                      tankkdstore@gmail.com

+351 926 564 335 

@tankkdstore


